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Identify and respond to threats more effectively.
Identifying whether or not a vessel is a threat is a blend of art and science. Extensive training and practice are 
required for maximum proficiency. Rite-Solutions’ machine learning (ML) ship-recognition system increases the 
application of science using leading-edge technology to assist ship personnel with this age-old challenge. 

An expert resident in a small form factor.
Historically, the processing power required for artificial intelligence and machine learning was too great to have 
on-board, or object inference latency was too slow to be effective. Instead, imagine using decision support aids 
like Alexa and Siri on a submarine. Today, ultra-compact, low-power, edge-computing devices are specialized, 
small, and powerful enough to handle a trained neural network model while fitting in the palm of a hand and 
running off batteries. So AI capabilities can be integrated into command systems on a submarine, surface ship, 
unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV), drones, mines, and even handheld devices like binoculars.

 • Edge computing allows the Navy to keep data on-board, safe 
  and secure. The system can recognize ships independently and 
  does not need network connectivity to perform.
 • Images used to train sailors are also used to train the system’s 
  machine learning model to recognize different vessels.
 • While using the system, sailors can “flag” unknown vessels/    
  Small-sized models (instead of images) can be shared 
  throughout the fleet, while not interfering with real-time 
  missions.
 • When subs return to port, “flagged” objects and images are 
  securely transferred to on-shore personnel for further analysis 
  and added to the model to further enhance 
  recognition capabilities.

Machine Learning
Ship-Recognition System

By using existing training images and building artificial intelligence (AI) inference models using machine learning, 
Rite-Solutions Machine Learning Ship-Recognition System can help watch-standers do their jobs more quickly 
and with greater accuracy.  Additionally, with the ability to enhance the inference capabilities in the field in 
real-time, this machine learning approach to ship recognition improves the Navy’s ability to identify ships and 
determine the best course of action.

AI

Threat Commercial Friendly

Ship Recognition

 • Help sailors to identify vessels more quickly and accurately
 • Complement decision support tools, improve CO’s decision–
  making ability and confidence
 • Scale and update ship-recognition capabilities across an entire  
  fleet, in near-real time
 • Leverage on-shore expertise
 • Expand the number of viewpoints, using unmanned vehicles  
  and other devices, to enhance visual recognition capabilities
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Join our growing list of world-class customers.
For more than 20 years, Rite-Solutions has developed mission-critical systems for leading government 
and commercial customers, many of whom have been with us for more than 10 years. We welcome 
the opportunity to provide you with the innovation and trusted service that are Rite-Solutions hallmarks.

Gain an Information Advantage™ – and a competitive edge.
Rite-Solutions™ designs, develops, and deploys mission-critical software solutions and systems to help you 
convert complex data into valuable intelligence. Our solutions provide a sustainable, competitive edge – an 
Information Advantage™ that empowers your organization to:

 • Access enterprise-wide information anytime, anywhere 
  via open and integrated system architectures

 • Transform data into actionable solutions via data fusion 
  and intuitive displays that aid decision-making 

 • Ensure your personnel develop and apply essential 
  knowledge and key skills through training, simulation and  
  decision-support-tools
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From developing innovative, high-tech solutions in undersea 
warfare to improving the performance of a corporate workforce, 
Rite-Solutions helps optimize your systems, people and processes 
to achieve an information advantage.

Our areas of expertise help you achieve an Information Advantage™
From a Command Decision Support System for the US Navy to an integrated content management system for 
a global healthcare enterprise, Rite-Solutions has helped its clients achieve the Information Advantage™ and a 
competitive edge. Combining small-business agility with CMMI-DEV V2.0 Maturity Level 3 certification and ISO 
9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 certifications, we develop innovative, reliable and affordable solutions in seven primary 
areas of expertise:

System of Systems (SoS) Development, Integration

Business Systems Development, Sustainment

Information Technology (IT) Services, Support

Open Systems Architecture Integration

Structured Content Management Solutions

Machine Learning, Artifical Intelligence 

Cloud, Cloud Migration

Cybersecurity

• GE Healthcare
• GE Transportation
• General Dynamics
• Marine Corps Systems   
 Command
• MIT/LL

• Naval Information Warfare  
 Systems Command   
 (NAVWAR)
• Naval Sea Systems   
 Command (NAVSEA)
• Naval Surface Warfare   
 Center (NSWC)

• Naval Undersea   
 Warfare Center (NUWC)
• Northrop Grunman
• Progeny
• Program Executive 
 Office Submarines

• Space and Naval Warfare  
 Systems (SPAWAR)
• Raytheon
• Regions Financial
• SAAB


